ABSTRACT:
INTRODUCTION
Clustering is concerned with grouping together objects that are similar to each other and dissimilar to the objects belonging to other clusters [1] . Cluster is used to group items that seem to fall naturally together [2] . Various types of clustering: hierarchical (nested) versus partitioned (un-nested), exclusive versus overlapping versus fuzzy, and complete versus partial [3] . Clustering is an unsupervised learning process that partitions data such that similar data items grouped together in sets referred to as clusters. This activity is important for condensing and identifying patterns in data [4] .
Clustering technique is applied when there is no class to predict but rather when the instances divide into natural groups. These clusters presumably reflect some mechanism at work in the domain. That causes some instances to bear a stronger resemblance to each other than they do to the remaining instances. Clustering naturally requires different techniques to the classification and association learning methods we have considered so far [2] . Subspace clustering and projected clustering are recent research areas for clustering in high dimensional spaces. However, in high dimensional datasets, traditional clustering algorithms tend to break down both in terms of accuracy, as well as efficiency, so-called curse of dimensionality [5] . This paper will study three algorithms used for clustering. PROCLUS is focused on a method to find clusters in small projected subspaces for data of high dimensionality. It presents an effective method for finding regions of greater density in high dimensional data in a way which has good scalability and usability [6] . P3C is an algorithm for projected clustering that can effectively discover projected clusters in the data while minimizing the number of required parameters. P3C positions itself between projected and subspace clustering in that it can compute both disjoint and overlapping clusters. P3C is the first projected clustering algorithm for both numerical and categorical data [5] . STATPC is an approximation algorithm that aims at extracting from the data axis-parallel regions that "stand out" in a statistical sense. Intuitively, a statistically significant region is a region that contains significantly more points than expected [7] . OpenSubspace, is an open source framework that meets these requirements. OpenSubspace integrates state-of-the-art performance measures and visualization techniques to foster research in subspace and projected clustering [8] . This paper will be organized into a few sections. Section 2 will present current work on subspace clustering. Our proposed experiment will be discussed in Section 3. Section 4 will discuss the results by comparing performance of the three algorithms, and followed by concluding remarks in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
Clustering has been used extensively as a primary tool for data mining, but do not scale well to cluster high dimensional data sets in terms of effectiveness and efficiency, because of the inherent sparsity of high dimensional data. Problem arises when the distance between any two data points becomes almost the same [5] , therefore it is difficult to differentiate similar data points from dissimilar ones. Secondly, clusters are embedded in the subspaces of the high dimensional data space, and different clusters may exist in different subspaces of different dimensions [9] . Techniques for clustering high dimensional data have included both feature transformation and feature selection techniques [10] . Density based clustering differentiates regions which have higher density than its neighbourhood and does not need the number of clusters as an input parameter. Regarding a termination condition, two parameters indicate when the expansion of clusters should terminate: given the radius of the volume of data points to look for, ε, a minimum number of points for the density calculations, ℘, has to be exceeded [11] . For a broad range of data distribution and distance measure, the relative contrast does diminish as the dimensionality increase [12] .
As known, no meaningful cluster analysis is possible unless a meaningful measure of distance or proximity between pairs of data points have been established. Most of the clusters can be identified by their location or density characters [13] . There is a general categorization for high dimensional data set clustering: dimension reduction, parsimonious models, and subspace clustering. A cluster is a dense region of points, which is separated by low-density regions, from other regions of high density. This definition is more often used when the clusters are irregular or intertwined, and when noise and outliers are present [14] .
Distance functions have been used in various dimensional clustering algorithms, depending on the particular problem being solved. Manhattan segmental distance is used in PROCLUS that is defined relative to some set of dimension [5] . Employing the segmental distance as opposed to the traditional Manhattan distance is useful when comparing points in two different clusters that have varying number of dimension, because the number of dimension has been normalized. Existing projected clustering algorithms are either based on the computation of k initial clusters in full dimensional space, or leverage the idea that clusters with as many relevant attributes as possible are preferable. Consequently, these algorithms are likely to be less effective in the practically most interesting case of projected clusters with very few relevant attributes, because the members of such clusters are likely to have low similarity in full dimensional space [5] .
Several subspace clustering algorithms attempt to compute a succinct representation of the numerous subspace clusters that they produce, by reporting only the highest dimensional subspace clusters, merge similar subspace clusters, or organize them hierarchically. In PROCLUS, algorithms start by choosing a random set of k medoid from M and progressively improve the quality of medoid by iteratively replacing the bad medoids in the current set with new point from M [5]. P3C (Projected Clustering via Cluster Cores) effectively discovers the projected clusters in the data while being remarkably robust to the only parameter that it takes as input. Setting this parameter requires little prior knowledge about the data, and, in contrast to all previous approaches, there is no need to provide the number of projected clusters as input, since algorithm can discover, under very general conditions, the true number of projected clusters [12] . In DOC, a mathematical formulation for the notion of optimal projective cluster based on the density of the points in the subspaces is proposed [15] . While SCHISM, which is based on the GenMax algorithm that mines maximal item sets, uses a depth-first search with backtracking to mine the maximal interesting subspaces [16] .
EXPERIMENT RESULT
In this study we run Opensubspace [9] embedded in Weka. We had experiment three clustering oriented methods to optimize the overall clustering result. In PROCLUS, k-medoid algorithm iteratively refining a full-space k-medoid clustering. P3C combines one-dimensional cluster cores to higher-dimensional cluster. STATPC uses a statistical test to remove redundant clusters out of the result. OpenSubspace integrates state-of-the-art performance measures and visualization techniques to foster research in subspace and projected clustering. We use a synthetic data course implemented. After setting a required parameter for PROCLUS we obtain the results as follows. Setup parameter was done at subspace cluster bracketing, and average dimension and number of cluster were defined. Visualization of the number of clusters is shown in Figure 1 
Accuracy Analysis
To ensure good accuracy of the output, PROCLUS was able to achieve two essential results: find a piercing set of medoids, and associate the correct set of dimension to each medoids [5] . On synthetic data, the number of clusters discovered by P3C equals the true number of projected clusters in the data. On numerical data, P3C effectively discovers projected clusters with varying orientation in their relevant subspaces. The accuracy of P3C on datasets where projected clusters have axis-parallel orientation is as high as the accuracy of P3C on datasets where projected clusters have arbitrary orientation [5] .
STATPC outperforms previously proposed projected and subspace clustering algorithms in the accuracy of both cluster points and relevant attributes found [5] . Using our synthetic data (university course implemented while industrial training), we found F1, accuracy, entropy and coverage of data between PROCLUS, P3C and STATPC as shown in Figure 4 (a). From the figures below, we can see that the accuracy of these algorithms were equal, while PROCLUS has significant F1 value. Meanwhile, for faculty course implemented, we found accuracy of PROCLUS is lower than the other (Figure 4(b) ). For faculty course implemented data, we found accuracy of P3C is lower than the other (Figure 4(c) ), and value F1 for STATPC is greater than the others. Using our synthetic data (university course implemented while industrial training), we found the number of clustered and un-clustered data for PROCLUS, P3C and STATPC as shown in Figure  5 (a). From figure above, we can see that the number of clusters using PROCLUS was less than the others, but STATPC result has a lower un-clustered data. For faculty course implemented data, we found the number of clusters of PROCLUS is lower than the others ( Figure 5(b) ), and un-clustered data using P3C is more than the others. For study program course implemented data, we found the number of clusters using PROCLUS is lower than the other ( Figure 5 (c)), and for un-clustered data, P3C is greater than the others.
Time of Calculation Analysis
STATPC has a longer runtime than previous algorithms. The number of times X that an attribute occurs in a subset of M randomly selected pairs of attributes is a hyper geometric distributed variable [5] . The running time of P3C increases with increasing average cluster dimensionality, due to the increased complexity of signatures generation. However, as the average cluster dimensionality increases, clusters become increasingly detectable in full dimensional space [5] . Using our synthetic data (university course implemented while industrial training), we recorded the time of calculation and the time of visualization between PROCLUS, P3C and STATPC as shown in Figure 6 (a). From figure above, we can see the time of calculation and the time of visualization using PROCLUS is faster than the others. For faculty course implemented data, we found that the time of calculation and the time of visualization using PROCLUS were faster than the others ( Figure  6(b) ). For study program course implemented data, we found the time of calculation and the time of visualization using P3C is faster than others ( Figure 6(c) ).
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we discussed existing projected and subspace clustering literature. We have compared between three available algorithms, we found advantages and disadvantages. In general, PROCLUS is better in term of time for calculation and obtained the least number of unclustered data. STATPC outperforms PROCLUS and P3C in the accuracy of both cluster points and relevant attributes found. In the future we will study cell-based subspace clustering and density-based subspace clustering.
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